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Problems in Real Analysis, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1998

	This book contains complete solutions to the 609 problems in the third edition

	of Principles of Real Analysis, Academic Press, 1998. The problems have been

	spread over forty sections which follow the format of the book.





	All solutions are based on the material covered in the text with frequent refer

	ences to the...
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Hibernate Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2015

	Hibernate Recipes, Second Edition contains a collection of code recipes and templates for learning and building Hibernate solutions for you and your clients, including how to work with the Spring Framework and the JPA. This book is your pragmatic day-to-day reference and guide for doing all things involving Hibernate. There are many books...
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Machine Learning for Adaptive Many-Core Machines - A Practical Approach (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2014

	The overwhelming data produced everyday and the increasing performance and cost requirements of applications are transversal to a wide range of activities in society, from science to industry. In particular, the magnitude and complexity of the tasks that Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have to solve are driving the need to devise...
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Game Design Theory: A New Philosophy for Understanding GamesCRC Press, 2012

	Despite the proliferation of video games in the twenty-first century, the theory of game design is largely underdeveloped, leaving designers on their own to understand what games really are. Helping you produce better games, Game Design Theory: A New Philosophy for Understanding Games presents a bold new path for...
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Practical Android: 14 Complete Projects on Advanced Techniques and ApproachesApress, 2018

	
		Choose the best approach for your app and implement your solution quickly by leveraging complete projects. This book is a collection of practical projects that use advanced Android techniques and approaches, written by Android instructor Mark Wickham. Mark has taught a series of popular classes at Android development conferences...
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Wireless Security and Privacy: Best Practices and Design TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2002
The trick to sound security is to begin early, know your threats,... design for  security, and subject your design to thorough objective risk analyses and  testing. This book will help."—From the Foreword by Gary McGraw, CTO of Cigital,  and coauthor of Building Secure...
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Java Development with AntManning Publications, 2002
This book is about Ant, the award-winning Java build tool. Ant has become the centerpiece of so many projects’ build processes because it is easy to use, is platform independent, and addresses the needs of today’s projects to automate testing and deployment. From its beginnings as a helper application to compile Tomcat, Sun’s (now...
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...
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Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET (White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET provides corporate developers with the .NET Framework techniques necessary to build distributed and reusable business systems in VB.NET. Covered topics include: VB.NET and the .NET Framework architecture and language concepts; building distributed applications with VB.NET using...
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Analysis of Numerical MethodsDover Publications, 1994
Excellent advanced-undergraduate and graduate text covers norms, numerical solution of linear systems and matrix factoring, iterative solutions of nonlinear equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, polynomial approximation and more. Careful analysis and stress on techniques for developing new methods. Features examples and problems. 1966 edition....
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The Official Photodex Guide to ProShowCourse Technology PTR, 2008
With the amazing, easy-to-use features of ProShow, you can create polished multimedia productions that sizzle! Presentations are a growing part of everyday life, from the conference room to the living room, and today’s viewers want presentations that pop. "The Official Photodex® Guide to ProShow®" is the solution. A...
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Introduction to Project Finance (Essential Capital Markets)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The term "project finance" is now being used in almost every language in every part of the world.  It is the solution to infrastructure, public and private venture capital needs.  It has been successfully used in the past to raise trillions of dollars of capital and promises to continue to be one of the major financing techniques for...
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